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Introduction

With the development of reactor physics and computer, now, the covariance

data become more and more important in the nuclear engineering applications. For

evaluators and experimenters, the information are all given completely only in the

case that the covariance matrix is given; because the error, as traditional, is only the

diagonal elements of the covariance matrix, describes the accuracy of the data and

nothing about the correlation of the data is given. There is the same situation in

fission yield data, which are widely used in the radio decay heat calculation, burn-up

credit study, radio intensity estimation of fission product and etc.

The purpose of this paper is to provide a tool for experimenters and evaluators

to conveniently construct the covariance based on the information of the experiment.

The method used is so called as parameter analysis one. The basic method and

formula is given in the first section, a practical program is introduced in the second

section, and finally, some examples are given in the third section.

1 Basic Method and Formula

1.1 Outline of the Parameter Analysis Method

The measured quantity / is usually a function of a set basic parameters xk

{h=l,2, ...N), which can be measured directly in experiments. Suppose it can be

written as
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xN) (1.1)

In general case, the parameter x varies with energy E or different products nuclides p,

so

fi=f(xu,x2l-xNi)

fj = f(X\j' X2J ' ' ' xNj )

By making Taylor expansion of/ and fj at <x>, <x> respectively, neglect the

higher order terms, it can be written as

(1.2.1)

(1.2.2)

*=1

dxL

It is obvious that expansions (1.2) are of linear approximation, to make them

tenable, the errors of the directly measured quantities Ax* must be smaller, and the

function/should be smooth and no turning points.

From (1.2.1 ) and (1.2.2 ), it can be obtained that

df
dxk.

Where
dxk

'0")

(Assume /?**' = 0, when *' ̂  i ) (1.3)

is the derivative of function/to parameter xk and take the value at

(x*),-0, crA,̂  is the absolute error of A>th parameter xk at energy point or for nuclide /(/);

pf is the correlation coefficient of parameter between parameter xk at point / and

parameter xk. at point j , and /?,* is the correlation coefficient of parameter xk

between points / andj.
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It can be seen from the Eq. 1.3 that the covariance matrix of the indirectly

measured quantity can be constructed if the calculation formula, the errors and

correlation coefficients of the directly measured parameters concerned are known. In

general case, it is easier for experimenters themselves to know the expression

formula and the errors of the parameters, but it is more difficult for them to give the

correlation coefficients of the parameters at different points, because this is not

familiar with and less concerned traditionally for them.

1.2 Calculation Formula of Absolute Fission Yield Measurement
The fission yield can be calculated for absolute measurement with Ge(Li)

method:

= NA/ 2>f,0-e~"'')e~A/d [e""' - e ^ j E , •£, -Es -Eo -ET (1.4)

Where

N is the total count of radioactivity, e.g. the area under peak measured;

A is the radio decay constant of the nuclide to be measured;

nf/ is the fission rate in the z-th time interval;

AT/ is the z-th time interval of irradiation;

Tci is the time from the end of z-th irradiation to the end of irradiation;

t] is the cooling t ime, namely the time from the end of irradiation to the

beginning of the measurement;

t2 the t ime from the end of irradiation to the end of measurement;

En is the efficiency of the y detector;

EP is the branch ratio;

Es is the correction factor for y self-absorption;

Ea is the correction factor for geometry;

Er is the correction factor for pules pile.

Suppose the fission rate «f, is a constant during the irradiation (case 1), then

the Eq. 1.4 becomes
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(1.5)

Where T is the irradiation time.

This is tenable from the view point of covariance study. In fact, it is true for

most of the cases, for example the irradiation neutrons are thermal, those with

fission spectrum or from 252Cf neutron source. For the 14 MeV neutron irradiation, it

is also true when the accelerator runs under well conditions.

In the case that, comparing with the half-life of the nuclide to be measured, the

irradiation time is long enough (case 2), for example T/Tm ^5, then

and Eq. 1.5 becomes

Y = NA/(Q'A" - e"*' )«f • En • EP • Es -En-ET (1.6)

Suppose, comparing with the half-life of the nuclide to be measured, the cooling

time /, and measured time t2 are short enough(case 3), for example, tx I TV2, t2l Tm <

0.1,then

and Eq. 1.6 becomes

Y = N/{t2-tl)nt-En-Ep-Es-Ea-Er (1.7)

1.3 Calculation Formula of Covariance Matrix for Absolute Fission Yield

Measurement

Rewrite the formulas mentioned- above as a unified form

Y = N/F(X) nrEn- EP • Es -En-ET (1.8)

Where
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V('2-'l)

(1.9.1) (easel)

(1.9.2) (case 2)

(1.9.3) (case 3)

Take the logarithm in two sides of the Eq. (1.8), and then take the derivative to

each parameters and taking the values at points i and j , then the relative covariance

matrix elements are obtained:

i t y j )
(1.10)

Where i,j mean different energy points for the same nuclide or different nuclides at

the same energy point, and

e ' - e

xk = n{, ^ , Ep, Es, En and Er

XT t2c-»>-tfi-»>

1-A-

0

Correspondingly, the absolute covariance matrix

VA = VR • YY
ij U ' J

and the correlation coefficient matrix

(1.11.1) (easel)

(1.11.2) (case 2)

(1.11.3) (case 3)

(1.12)

(1.13)
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2 Practical Program

A practical program FYCCA was developed for experimenter or evaluator to

conveniently calculate the covariance matrix of fission yield data by just inputting

the errors of each directly measurable parameters, which they are familiar with.

The correlation coefficients of each directly measurable parameters are given on

the basis of the general case in the experiments and included in the code. These

coefficients are listed in Table 1 for different nuclides and different energy points.

The arguments for given values are also indicated in the table.

There are some flags Nu N2, N3 in the input data to distinguish the different

cases for the calculation. iV, is to indicate whether fission yield or yield covariance

or both of them will be calculated; N2 is for selecting the calculation formula as

given above, in another word, to what extent of the approximation the covariance

will be calculated; N3 is to define /, j for different nuclide (at same energy point) or

at different energy points (for same nuclide). In the different cases the corresponding

parameters are read from the input data file.

Table 1 The correlation coefficients of each directly measurable parameters

Quantity / , / ' i.j2) comments
0 statistical
0 the same in same measurement, no relation for

different nuclides
1.0 the same for same nuclide, no relation for different

nuclides
1.0 the same for same y energy, medium range correlation

for different y energy
1.0 The same for same nuclide, no relation for different

nuclides
Es correction factor for self-absorvition 0.5 1.0 relate to thickness of U sample and y energy
En correction factor for pulse pile 0.5 0.5 relate to geometry andy energy
£ r correction factor for pulse pile 0.5 1.0 relate to measurement system

(1) different nuclides at same energy point

(2) different energy points for same nuclide

The output data include absolute covariance matrix, relative covariance matrix,

correlation coefficient matrix and the error of the yield in the traditional meaning.

The constructed matrix must be symmetry and positive definite in mathematics.

It is easy to prove the symmetry of the matrix that
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A decay constant

En y-detector efficiency

EP branch ratio
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(2.1)

In physics, it is obvious that the correlation between points i,j andj, i is the same.

The positive definite of the matrix is checked in the code by using the method of

calculating its eigenvalues Xk. To reduce the calculation error, the eigenvalues are

calculated for the correlation coefficient matrix V°, instead of the absolute

covariance matrix V^ , because

VA = E+ -Vc E (2.2)
where the error matrix is defined as

f?x 0

0 o-.

0

0

0
(2.3)

they have the same positive definite feature and the elements of correlation

coefficient matrix are all larger than -1 and equal to or smaller than 1.

If the matrix constructed is not positive definite, it means that it is unreasonable

in physics, which may be caused by taking some unreasonable parameters. In this

case, some parameters must be changed and calculated again.

3 Example

An example is given below to show what input data are needed, if the code

works well, and whether the results are reasonable. The example was taken from

Ref.[l], in which the fission yields were absolutely measured by using Ge(Li)

detector y spectrum method for product nuclides 95Zr, 103Ru, 131I, !32I, U0Ba at

fission and thermal spectrum energy points.

The input data are listed in Table 2, which were collected and compiled from the

paper [1].
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Table 2 Input data for calculating fission yield covariance of the example

nuclide

95Zr

")3Ru
13II
132I

140Ba

°nt%

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

%,o / o

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.3

0.3

0.4

0.3

0.3

% P %

1.2

3.4

5.0

6.0

5.0

%„%
1.5

3.5

2.3

3.0

1.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

thermal
sNi%

0.98

1.05

0.57

1.56

0.92

Y

6.37

3.08

3.18

3.55

6.20

fission

5N,%

1.02

0.89

0.72

1.67

0.47

Y

6.31

3.66

4.04

3.97

6.34

The calculated covariance matrices are given for different nuclides in Table 3 at

thermal energy point and Table 4 at fission spectrum. The matrices are given for

different energy points in Table 5. The errors given in Tables 3 and 4 are, in factor,

the same with given by original authors, the differences are caused by different

combination method of systematical and statistical errors. They were directly

summed by original authors, but they were sum of squares in present case.

It can be seen from Table 3, 4 and 5 that the correlation is not so strong for

different nuclides, but is quite large for same nuclide. The correlation mainly comes

from the errors of detector's efficiency, y branch ratio and fission number (see Table

2). Because the correlation coefficients for different nuclides at same energy points

are 1.0 for fission number n(, 0.5 for detector's efficiency and 0.0 for branch ratio,

but for same nuclide at different energy points they are 0.0, 1.0, 1.0 respectively (see

Table 1), whatever the errors of the efficiency and branch ratio in most cases are

larger than fission number, so the correlation of same nuclide is larger than different

nuclides.

Table 3 Calculated covariance matrices for different nuclides at thermal energy point

1) Relative

95Zr

l03Ru

131,

I 3 2 I

14(1Ba

Covanance matrix

95Zr

7.0304E-04 4

2

103Ru

.9400E-04

.7293E-03

131,

4.0550E-04

6.3550E-04

3.3065E-03

132I

4.5650E-04

7.5650E-04

5.7800E-04

4.9814E-03

140Ba

3.2150E-04

4.4150E-04

3.7100E-04

4.1150E-04

2.9666E-03
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2) Absolute Covariance matrix

95Zr

103Ru
131I

132I

140Ba

95Zr

2.8527E-02

3) Correlation coefficient matrix

"Zr
I O 3Ru

m I
132,

140Ba

4) Error

Relative

Absolute

95Zr

l.OOOOE+00

MZr

2.6515E-02

1.6890E-01

1MRu

9.6921E-03

2.5891 E-02

103Ru

3.5663E-01

1.0000E+00

103Ru

5.2242E-02

1.6091E-01

.3.J

8.2141E-03

6.2243E-03

3.3437E-02

2.65%E-01

2.1155E-01

1.0000E+00

131I

5.7502E-02

1.8286E-01

I 3 2 I

1.0323E-02

8.2716E-03

6.5250E-03

6.2778E-02

.32,

2.4394E-01

2.0517E-01

1.4242E-01

1.0000E+00

. 3 2 ,

7.0579E-02

2.5055E-01

l 4 0Ba

1.2697E-02

8.4309E-03

7.3146E-03

9.0571E-03

1.1404E-01

140Ba

2.2262E-01

1.5516E-01

1.1846E-01

1.0704E-01

1.0000E+00

140Ba

5.4467E-02

3.3769E-01

Table 4 Calculated covariance matrices for different nuclides at fission spectrum

1) Relative Covariance matrix
95Zr

95Zr 7.1104E-04
103Ru

I 3 I I
I32j

l4°Ba

2) Absolute Covariance matrix
95Zr

95Zr 2.8311 E-02
103Ru

13.,

132,

l40Ba

3) correlation coefficient matrix
95Zr

95Zr 1.0000E+00
103Ru

132,

140Ba

103Ru

4.9400E-04

2.6982E-03

l 0 3Ru
1.1409E-02
3.6144E-02

l03Ru
3.5665E-01
1.0000E+00

. 3 1 ,

4.0550E-04
6.3550E-04
3.3258E-03

1.0337E-02
9.3968E-03
5.4283E-02

. 3 1 ,

2.6369E-01
2.1214E-01
1.0000E+00

132,

4.5650E-04
7.5650E-04
5.7800E-04
5.0169E-03

.32,

1.1436E-02
1.0992E-02
9.2704E-03
7.9071 E-02

. 3 2 ,

2.4170E-01

2.0561E-01

1.4150E-01

1.0000E+00

140Ba

3.2150E-04

4.4150E-04

3.7100E-04

4.1150E-04

2.9041 E-03

140Ba

1.2862E-02

1.0245E-02

9.5026E-03

1.0357E-02

1.1673E-01

140Ba

2.2373E-01

1.5772E-01

1.1938E-01

1.0781E-01

1.0000E+00
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4) Error

Relative

Absolute

95Zr

2.6665E-02

1.6826E-01

1MRu

5.1944E-02

1.9012E-01

131I

5.7670E-02

2.3299E-01

I32I

7.0830E-02

2.8120E-01

l40Ba

5.3890E-02

3.4166E-01

Table 5 Calculated covariance matrices for same nuclide at different energy points

Nuclide Energy

95Zr

l03Ru

I31I

. 3 2 ,

140Ba

T
F
T
F
T
F
T
F
T
F

7.0304E-04

2.7293E-03

3.3065E-03

4.9814E-03

2.9666E-03

3.8200E-04
7.1104E-04

2.3940E-03
2.6982E-03

3.0490E-03
3.3258E-03

4.5130E-03
5.0169E-03
2.6570E-03
2.9041 E-03

VK

2.8527E-02

2.5891E-02

B.3437E-02

6.2778E-02

1.1404E-01

1.5354E-02
2.8311E-02
2.6987E-02
3.6144E-02

3.9171E-02
5.4283E-02

6.3604E-02
7.9071E-02
1.0444E-01
1.1673E-01

1.0000E+00

1.0000E+00

1.0000E+00

1.0000E+00

1.0000E+00

5.4029E-01
1.0000E+00
8.8220E-01
1.0000E+00
9.1944E-01
1 .OOOOE+00

9.0276E-01
1.0000E+00
9.0522E-01
1.0000E+00

Note: F* relative covariance matrix

V* absolute covariance matrix

V^ correlation coefficient matrix

T thermal energy

F fission spectrum

4 Conclusion

With present method, so called parameter analysis, and program the covariance

matrix can be constructed conveniently for absolutely measured fission yield, just

inputting the errors of directly measurable parameters, which are familiar with for

experimenters or evaluators. The correlation coefficients of the parameters are

included in the code and needn't be input. As shown by the example, constructed

matrices including the errors of the yields are reasonable.

The authors would like to express their appreciation to Prof. Li Ze and

Associate Prof. Liu Yonghui for their beneficial discussion on the measurement of

fission yield.
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